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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Dear Member:
The Biennial International Planetarium Society
Convention was a success! This was due to the great
efforts and tireless work of the Adler Planetarium staff,
Dr. Joe Chamberlain, President, and a host of speakers
including fellow planetarians that presented papers on
every subject matter relating to the planetarium
profession.
It was at this 1980 convention that I read a letter
addressed to you from the President of the United States
of America, President Jimmy Carter, and it is also
included in this journal. As I have stated before,
Planetarians are unique. There is probably more
diversified knowledge among planetarians than any other
society and it is our goal to promote and increase the
students' and the public's understanding of Astronomy,
the Sciences and the Related Arts of Literature and Music
and to give insight into the future of this, our fragile
earth on which we live.
It was during this convention that your President
met great old friends and met an astonishing number of
great new ones.
If you felt that your President was tired and
exhausted at times-then you saw it as it really was. Yet,
at no time did he try to skip his obligated duties. He
actually looked forward to them and he continues to do
so.
It was during this 1980 convention that your
executive council received Dr. Henry King into Honorary
membership into our society. There was also a
constitutional change approved by the council concerning
article II of our Constitution. You, the membership, will
vote on this in the near future.
There will be in the mail as this goes to press, an
International
Planetarium Society
Special Survey
conducted by Mr. Charles Hagar and Mr. Lee Simon. I
urge you to fill out the form as completely as possible.
Mr. Lee Simon has indicated this survey will further our
professional status and give us vital information on a large
scale.
If you are not getting the International Planetarium
Society Newsletter, please let me know. It has much
material that you may need or use. This is a very useful
newsletter and it gets bigger and better as time and events
continue on the increase. This is produced by the
fruitful efforts of Mr. Dave Batch. We thank you, Dave!
Your President had a golden opportunity to visit
Monterey, Mexico, and it was an opportunity to see the
high degree of professionalism among the Planetaria in
Monterey, not only in Monterey at the Alfa Cultural
Center, but also in Mexico City. Your President met again
with Mr. Guillermo Aguilar of Monterey. He was shown
hotels, civic centers, restaurants, and a planetarium
cultural center that is unprecedented for its type and
purpose. Mr. Gerado Primo Villereal gave a tour of
audio-visual production that would make Kodak proud.
It was from the planetarium and cultural center that
he was flown to Mexico City to meet with fellow
planetarians, and they too, are great friends. There was
Fernando Oviedo, Director of the Mexico City
Planetarium a very fine facility with a painted mural
never to be forgotten.
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The nation of Mexico has a lot
for it and a
lot to be proud of. The Mexican people are unique
their greeting "Buenos Dias! " (Good Morning!) and
always reply "Bueno pais! 11 (Good Country!).
How can an individual be honored so much? And
again, Mr. Juan
Escayeda of the Mexico
Planetarium with his beautiful family (his wife, two sons
ages ten and eleven, and a daughter nine years
escorted us out of Mexico City the Pyramids
Teotihuacan. We visited the Street of the Dead, The
of
Citadal, Temple of Quetzalcatl, and climbed to the
the Pyramid of the Sun, Pyramid of the Moon, and a
of other temples. It was a most unforgettable eX]perlence,
not only to visit at first hand astronomical places of the
past, but also to visit with a family that you will never
forget for their friendliness and kind manner. I only
that some day I may do the same for them. How
could you repay?!
If you did not read thoroughly the last Plane tarian
issue, you may have missed a great article by Dr.
Grey Hooks Shurr, guess who this is?! Thanks,
it again.
James A. Hooks
President
In tern a ti onal Planetarium

~f"l1"1 "'_Tn
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Publication Date:
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this comprehensive undertaking.
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a large
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was happy to see the appearance of my two resource
1980 Planetarian, which reached us
You did a
text. hope planetarium educators will
the lists useful.
I was rather
to find that you had deleted
references in both lists and
to include the customary
the original journal of pUblication
this case Mercury). was also sorry
address is not given
in
articles so tnat people with SUl!l!estiOllS
additions have no
I would "r",r",ri,,'rt>
to these
Interdisciplinary Approaches list is
the pseudoscience bibliography is
Both are
from Mercury, the
Astronomical Society
the Pacific.
and
be sent to Andrew Fraknoi,
24th
94122.

Avenue,

I hope you understand that I'm not just
worried about the copyright question and just
communicate with me on the articles themselves
your readers a lot more difficult. I'm still happy you

Andrew Fraknoi
Executive Officer
The Astronomical
1290 24th Avenue
San Francisco,

justifiably

of the

A handy guide to national amateur
is
free of charge from the Astronomical
According to a survey just r'lllt~li<:hprl
Mercury, approximately 15,000
are
groups Whose main aim is to promote and enjoy ::l<:tlrnnn.rt1I\1
Several of these groups have local
workshops about telescope
lectures and share information
their members by mail and hold annual ("""'Plni'i,">nc
few organizations sponsor active nr(ll!Jr~lm<:
stars and other objects which
monitor on a regular basis.
As part of its work to inform the
Society of the Pacific {an
non-profit educational
making copies of its survey and directory available to
Addresses, main activities, and publications are listed for each
To obtain a free copy, please send a legal-size,
self-addressed
envelope to:
Amateur Guide
A.s.P.
1290 24th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
Andrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of

Pacific

in the summer issue
be modified,
is still
overlooked.
should be of interest to all the
Christians are interested in
ews, in particu jar,
the month of
.Hrr,oCT.,.,n

of
feel barred from
December.
of fascinating subjects that are of
There
life in the universe, our
interest to
sun, etc.
should stick to those
Christmas
astronomical
not
show devoted to a sectarian

In the Creative Corner of Vol. 9, No.1, Gary Finley
states that "conventional zoom projectors" do not have
and variable
drives." In the
and technical accuracy, I wish to
the AZP zoom projectors-to the orginal
made a few minor contributions many
both of these features.
the AZP is achieved by means
the zoom function instead of

and a
shower of electrical
audience was
bemused
the
ominously-approaching moon-or
inexplicably falling out of the
inevitable sotto voce nrr,1-.,n.t'.DC
live show, of
regain sufficient composure to
coherent, if strained,
astronomical event just witnessed.
days!

zooming a
First it is not true
projectors do not correct
gets larger. For several
patented zoom
lens is automatically
zoom up.
This

in
whereas if the
temperature remains constant wherever
zoom.
Second most conventional zoom
am aware of do not
they use just the
uses, the
of
operator,
can at
to suit the effect
His automatic
to the "rc.cc>,nrClT'
in the gate.
to learn that the very first
(if there are any
correct me if i am
mentioned by Mr.
left a bit to
before
lamp (smoke

arrangement
The zoom ratio was fabulous.
the cart travelled 3 meters and ultimately
100 mm from the
a zoom ratio of 30:1

ci rcumstances,
very
and your
afire--sometimes
would become
with the power cord and derail the
source, which
fell to the ""'''''''0,'1-.
room floor with a resounding crash
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President

write in
Winter 1979
astrology in
with the
but
the Crusade
carbine at home under the
slightly more moderate
of blasphemy, I offer some
where
impression of

astrology in the planetarium (Le., to judge it), I find two:
1) to judge it, and 2) to deal with it in a historical
. context, especially as relates to its early entwinement
with astronomy (which mayor may not be overtly
judgmental). It is this second category that allows the
topic to be acceptably broached in other than
"debunking" programs.
This latter category of treatment makes the
consideration of astrological interpretation a valid element
in Star of Bethlehem programs, where one engages in
speculation about what the Magi saw and why they
sought out the Christ because of it. In such a speculation,
one cannot assign 20th century judgments to the players
and do a decent job of it; one must consider the possible
motives of the Magi in keeping with their times. And few
will, I suspect, seriously dispute the fact that astrology
was alive and well in their times.
Consistency in our battle with astrology aside, it is
hardly consistent with the principles of historical (if not
scientific) investigation to say, for example, that because
astrology is bunk, the Magi could not have been
influenced by it. (Today we also say tha.t "bleeding"
people to cure fever is bunk, but that didn't stop doctors
of several hundred years ago from bleeding people to
death with what they considered an acceptable surgical
technique.) In my opinion, to talk about unusual events
in the heavens 2,000 years ago and ignore the potential
influence of astrological interpretation is to fail to give a
complete treatment of the subject.
Just as we need not ignore them, the inclusion of
planetary conjunction possibilities and their possible
astrological interpretation by the Magi need not imply
support for astrology nor reliance on astrology for "THE
answer." (Indeed, I find it improper to presume any
definite answer, given the speculative nature of the topif
and lack of concrete proof for all theories.)
For example, the Magi need not have simply
"known" a king was born in Judea at the sight of a
planetary conjunction. One is, after all, speculating; is it
not possible (and more consistent with a scientific and
historical approach) to speculate that if the Magi were
scholars and lived within riding distance (and especially if
they were of Babylonian extract), that they may have
been aware of ancient Jewish scriptures and thus
Messianic prophesy? Insuch a line of speculation, a
planetary conjunction would then be merely a catalyst, an
event among many to be interpreted by superstitious
men.
I might add that I am also aware of recent thought
and theory concerning the Star of Bethlehem, notably the
new nova theory. And while it does not require
astrological interpretation to be an unusual event, I find
the theory essentially no less speculative. I might furthe"r
add that any celestial event short of skywriting would
have req'uired a mystical interpretation by the Magi. So is
the planetary conjuction theory really much different
from the nova theory, the comet theory, or any other
theory? Is it any better to say that by seeing a nova, the
Magi "knew" a king was born_ in Judea? If we must be
careful with one theory, must we not be careful with all?
Indeed we must.
With- proper handling of astrology as a superstition
of potential influence, by maintaining the reasoned and
realistic approach we use in other speculative subject
areas, by refraining from making definite conclusions, one
should be able to make an appropriate presentation of an

intriguing mystery that
some basic astronomy
However, as Wenning and Hunt
be extended to include a/l current rnp'f'll'"IpC __ 1
be the case that some of us are
treatments. And this we must
Finally, not all of us are
Christma..s show, and planetarians 'AI",n""'n"
not count me among those who wish to put it
misery." Properly done, it can be a
astronomical show, with strong,
Our planetarium's periodically revised
consistently been one of our most
season after season, for some
years of
And as long as our public does not tire of it,
L

nn~' r::11" , f'ln

Jim
Morehead
The University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Patterns in the
Fourth
Abee Custom
Atlanta, ~iPjnl'nli::1

This is not actually a new book review,
review of a book which has been around for many
on the shelves of many
types.
The author, Julius
wrote the book
lecturer at the London Planetarium in 1961, as an
reference to the stories about the constellations.
last few years, it has been available in too
supply-the demand outstripping the
edition, written in that
is
to obtain in North America.
Divided
into the
constellations,
with separate
constallation and
the Sky is a handy
planetarium lecturer,
or the amateur
who wishes to impress his friends.
Mr. Staal retired from Fernbank Science
Planetarium in 1
but has remained active in
planetarium
his own
at
Scott College in
book. Stars of
will be about
mythology"
Patterns in the
the author at 1154
30021, for

Astronomer
Fernbank Science Center
Atlanta, GA 30307

following article was recorded, transcribed and edited from a
by Dr. Tombaugh at the University of Arizona on
and is herein printed with his kind permission.

In the meantime,
was on a very
astronomers with no assistants.
not
another
could have done so,
to find one who
tedious task of
for a

not

I began to compare photographs of the daily positions
of the planets to their positions listed in "The American
Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac" forthe previous two years.
Soon I saw that the best time to photograph a planet's position
eastward along the zodiac was when it was in opposition. In
this way the apparent nearly stationary situations for the
asteroids would be avoided, for at this time they would imitate
the characteristic small shift of a more distant planet. The
more distant the planet, the smaller the shift to the west. This
apparent motion at opposition is due to the tangenital vector
of the Earth's orbital motion and more than cancels out the
planet's steady motion eastward in its orbit. This proVided a
means of parallax with which the distance to any distant
planet can be readily determined. I quickly realized that
several of the plates that I had studied in 1929 had violated
this principle. I would have to rephotograph these regions at
opposition times. Slipher listened to me, thought for a
moment, then agreed.
(Soon after the discovery was announced on the 13th
of March, 1930, several astronomers discovered images of
Pluto on some old plates taken at the Lowell Observatory
many years earlier, on the 19th of March and the 7th of April,
1915. This had been part of the 1914 to 1916 search with the
Sproul instrument. I was shocked. What do these dates tell
you about the procedure used? Well, Pluto had come to
opposition about the 10th of December, 1914. Therefore, the
plates had been taken three and a half months after opposition,
just at the time it reached its most westerly stationary point. In
this treacherous situation the positions were a very uncertain
indication of the distance to the suspect planet. Moreover, no
other plates were taken for confirmation purposes. I often
wonder how many other violations of proper procedure were
committed during the earlier searches.)
Getting back to my story, I decided to photograph the
regions of Aquarius and Pisces as September of 1929 was
drawing to a close. This had the advantage of freeing the
telescope after midnight and faCilitating the schedule of the
night work. I developed the practice of taking three plates of
each region. within a week. I could then choose the best
matched pair for blinking. The third plate was necessary to
check the hundreds of false planet suspects encountered.
Most of these were so faint that they were at the limit of the
telescopic plate. I was encouraged to press the search
diligently. Perhaps Planet X was fainter than Lowell had
anticipated. I would go down to a lower magnitude than had
been used in my previous search. I might even find some
unpredicted planet! So I decided to search the entire zodiac
belt. By late Fall of 1929, I was encountering the great star
regions of eastern Taurus. To thoroughly examine the plates
it took from three days to two weeks. The blinking schedule
fell far behind. Plates taken of eastern Taurus to western
Gemini contained about400,000 stars each. I decided to stop
blinking those pairs.
On the morning of the 18th of February I fixed a pair of
plates centered on the star Delta Geminorum on the blink
comparator. This was a less populous region, although it did
contain 160,000 stars. By four o'clock in the afternoon I had
completed blinking about a quarter of these two plates. I
blinked them in sections 2 centimeters high, passing them
across on the horizontal carriage. Each field was 1 centimeter
in width. As I turned to the next 2 centimeter by 1 centimeter
field, about two centimeters east from the bright star Delta
Geminorum, I suddenly discovered a 15th magnitude star
image appearing and disappearing as the shutter of the blink
comparator alternated between one plate and the other.
About three millimeters away another 15th magnitude image
was doing the same thing! THAT S III The deepest thrill came

For the next three
totally changed. Each time I
Planet X region, I continued
eastward along the zodiac.

IlnISn(~a

to learn as much as
about it. They also
photographs to see if
discover any satellites. No satellite was found and
calculated that the mass of the planet was lower than
lowest limit predicted by Lowell. However, the fact that the
was discovered within 6' of Lowell's predicted position
seemed to be a fullfillment. Since the object was ten times
dimmer than expected, it led to the belief that the object was
similar to
small and very dense. Lowell had expected a
PrE~palral]or1s proceeded at the observatory to receive
the
avalanche of press and demands when the
discovery was to be announced. We made up a full page
observation circular. The secretary made copies of it, placed
them in envelopes, and addressed them to all the observatories in the world. Everything was made ready to take down to
the
office. We decided to mail them out on March 13th.
We
this date because it was the 75th Anniversary of the
birth of Percival Lowell and the 149th Anniversary of the
discovery of the planet Uranus by Herschel. I was with Slipher
in his office on the eve of that day as he picked up the phone
and dialed Western Union to dictate the historic
to
the Harvard Observatory for Western
distribution. It read something like this:
....... '''''ton.,'''tir search begun years ago by Percival Lowell's investigation for the trans -Neptunian planet has revealed an object which, since six weeks, has a rate of motion
and path which consistently conform to a trans -Neptunian
body Fifteenth magnitude. Position March 12 seven seconds
west of Delta Geminorum, agreeing with Lowell's predicted
longitudes."
The news spread like wild fire. The next day Slip her
was deluged by newspaper reporters and telephone calls.
the next three months were filled with excitement.
The discovery not only caused a sensation among the general
public, but among professional astronomers as well. Could it
be
even though the newly discovered planet was three
m(lqrllnW€~S fainter than predicted, and much less in mass, too,
that this was indeed the planet that Lowell had predicted?
Everyone rushed to compute the orbit. Several astronomers wanted to be first At Harvard Observatory, the
center for the disemination of astronomical news, its
Harlow Shapley, was swamped with requests for the
rDr\r\rrOr1 positions by which the orbit could be computed.
had no positions to give. Only the Lowell Observatory had this information from the discovery plates and
those others taken up to March 12th, a span of only forty nine
days. Shapley pleaded with Slipher for the positions to relieve
some of the pressure. Slipher, though, wanted to keep the
,.... .. ,'>c+i,...n for the Lowell Observatory.
One of the first telegrams coming into the Lowell
Observatory for the positions was from the observatory of the
University of California at Berkeley. They were especially into
the computation of the orbits of asteroids and comets. Slipher
was well aware of their experience in this field. But, they had
not sent one word of congratulations. Slipher was annoyed at
the fact that after all the hard work had been done by the
Lowell Observatory to find the planet, all the other observatory
was interested in was a list of positions. Slip her ignored them.
About a week later, another telegram came, but this
time it was filled with congratulations! This did not impress
Slipher because in the meantime they had made a statement
to press casting doubt on the trans-Neptunian nature of the
newly discovered body. Slipher was particularly bothered
with the premature statements when in fact they hadn't even
computed the orbit. Therefore they couldn't say that it was or
was not trans -Neptunian.
L/ U
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Miller,
computation. Four
putation came out to the
the indication
shocking! It worked out that Pluto's orbit was nn,("WYnr.l
elongated and
inclined to the
of the
a comet's,
a
of
The
axis worked out to be
how terrible
I felt because the new
unorthodox in its nature. Let
hasten to
compute an orbit
extremely difficult to
observations taken over just a few months. We're
about an
tiny arc of its orbit.

""L.'LVL.

major dISICO\Ten
star region taken at
observatories were examined to see if we could
We found the
discovery positions of the
on a
taken on
1927. This afforded
computation of a much
arc. This reduced the
amount of inclination
and reduced
period to 265
The
were also refined
their values.
brought the orbit computation much
to that predicted
Lowell.
Prediscovery plates were also found
1915. These allowed a further refinement
Futher observations
Nicholson of
of
led to the conclusion that the mass of Pluto
seven or eight tenths that of the earth.
Lowell's prediction either.

Yet there were still
Some still held to the belief
that the
accident. Others countered with the
mass,
and orbital
elements were too close to Lowell's
to be mere
coincidence. Articles
in scientific
here and
sides of the
The controversy hasn't ended
"The
Case of the
Pluto"
and
The later date shows how
unresolved the problem of
was. Other
and
articles were published all over the world down
the
years. The Pluto problem had literally captivated the world.
The question, soon after its orbit had been calculated,
was, "How did Pluto get that way?" "What was the nature of its
origin?" The first suggestion was that Pluto might be an
escaped satellite of Neptune. As late as 1979 this idea was
further refined by
it to the
discovered by
Kole in 1977.
and Pluto are former satellites of
esc:ap,ea when a massive body passed close to Nepltune
in
history of the solar system. I think this idea merits
further study since it seems to answer the question of Pluto's
intersecting orbit.
Another question asked, soon after its
was,
"What is Pluto like?" Spectrograms of Pluto were taken with
in the world, the 100 inch
what was then the largest
reflector at Mt. Wilson. The task taxed the power of this great
telescope. We were told by the Wilson astronomers that the
spectrogram was characteristically solar in nature. It was
yellowish and wholly unlike that of Neptune. It was proposed
that Pluto was covered by a blanket of liquid air, liquid
because of its distance from the sun. It would appear to us on
earth that it would reflect light like a convex mirror, the radius
of a curvature of which would be equal to the radius of
curvature of the planet. I immediatedly became interested in
what kind of magnitude Pluto would have if this were to be the
case. So I proceeded to compare the sun's apparent magnitude to that of Pluto's, since the spectrogram showed that
Pluto was a solar type. This comparison would be a valid one.
Assuming that Pluto was covered with this frozen blanket, its
radius of curvature could be 5,000 miles; and therefore its
diameter, 10,000 miles. The apparent magnitude of the sun
as seen from the earth is 26.6. The way that the magnitude
scale is set up, each step is a factor of 2.5. A difference of five
would represent a difference of a hundred fold.
distance, forty times the earth's distance to the sun,
the sun would
1600 times dimmer, 40 squared, or
eight magnitudes.
a Putorian the sun would
to
of 18.6. It would no
be
have an apparent
seen as a disc, but as an exceedingly bright single star point
three hundred times brighter than the full moon seems to us.
then calculated how bright the surface of Pluto would
be intrinsically,
the convex lens effect of a frozen
Then I
how
the intrinsic
earth. To my
magnitude would seem to be as seen from
utter amazement my calculations resulted in an apparent
magnitude of +15 - exactly the apparent
at which
Pluto appears to us!
This led me to the tentative conclusion that Pluto
be 10,000 miles in diameter, twice the volume of the
with a mass possibly three times that of the earth.
The mystery of Pluto deepened.
It was not until the occultation of a 15th magnitude star
by Pluto on the night of April
1965 that I really
abandoned the idea. It showed a much smaller diameter than
I had thought. Little by little we were learning more and more
about Pluto.
pn~dilcted,

many astronomers

adjacent
regions
thee.
7. Thou must not become ill lest thou fall behind
opposition time.
8. Thou shalt not have any dates except on full
when full exposure plates cannot be taken
9. Many more plates shall appear before
better check everyone of them on third
10. Thou shalt not engage in dissly::.ation:s,
they may be many, for thou must leave them in the
job.

ca}:)abillitv of
to deal with the myh,..,·""r,...,,, can be important in the enculturation

to
mIJtnlol<)QI.cal stories about
so
because the stories fit
concerning consciousness and causality. The
hunter
the heavens is not just
in fact
and becomes
DS\}ct110\()Qi,cal truth.
by adults of such reality
is important due to the fact that the group culture of children is
~~·~~4·~ .. ~+n,rl ~,..r,r\,..riinrt to
rather than validated
pS\Jcnlol()Qjcal world. The ancient
and gave the rich
had similar assumptive

moon
up and have h,.,~"" L,f"",dstrange, but it is one that sal:JStlled
understand the

about consciousness or animism, causation, realism,
and artificialism.
For careful
children's
unique. For
DelrSDect:ive of the

the
once
have an intense
believe that such
stones have a consious
motive
the classics of
of 02 stand the test of time
on the animistic
ror. ...... rlit;rw' of their audience.
the same holds true for
~~~"I~~ children's movies from
and others in
rivers, and
rocks match

o

them. The ancients described the stories of the universe from
the same
that children use to order their DSVCll0logical
one that is based on an erroneous set
beliefs.
For children the
assumptive philosophies are pnW()mmcmt.
logical stories of constellations that suggest inanimate stars
have psychological attributes of intention, motive, and cause,
help children to consolidate a personal and erroneous view.
As this happens, children become
to
move to culturally validctted views
Children reduce their egocentric views of oblec:tlvltU.
relativity, and reciprocity by
with
ideas.
The role and means of
with such a system of
learning is nicely ae:scrlOe:a
On the other hand, the PS'-i'Ch,oioglcal
young children can be appropriately
brilliant graphics and oral richness that rio'"rriho
legends. Children will remember the
hunting down the venomous crr,v,"",",,,,,,
and his exploits, while Sin1Ultarleolusi
the constellations, or the relational aspects of r1n',orl"'An
as: east on the left, and west on the right when plC)ITlnq
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Russell
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York: Oxfor University Press, 1974.
Kohlberg, Lawrence. "The Cognitive Developmental Approach to Socailization."
In Handbook of Socialization
and Research, ed. D. Gaslin,
347-480. Chicago: Rand McNally,
Lee Dorothy. "Codifications
Human Consciousness. A
Franciso: W.L Freeman and Co.,
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••••
From time-to-time I find myself looking back in old
issues of The Planetarian for ideas or just to reflect on
how far we have come since 1972. While
at Vol.
2, No.2, I came across the article on Ultra-Violet
photography. Of the four companies listed, only
Ultra-Violet Products, Inc. is still in operation (at least
they are the only ones to respond to a letter).
lights,
and
Ultra-Violet has a nice line of
other assorted supplies, however found the
to be
higher than expected.
LASE R Presentations, Inc.) located at 1392 King
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio, has announced
can build a
Space Concert Light System to fit your planetarium.
Their announcement did not make clear a
Hubbard Books of Box 104, Northbrook, L, is
advertisi ng a 32-page) 11" x 14" Seasonal Star Chart for
$6.50. It is described as a comprehensive guide for
amateur astronomers that shows seasonal star positions,
with exact locations, printed on each chart. The luminous
star finder on the cover can be used outdoors at night to
locate star and planet positions for
date. They also
sell a single rotating chart for $2.75. It
stars to the
5th magnitude and includes nebulae and the Milky
The major stars are, like the larger version, luminous.
chart measu res 10%" x 11 h".

pages
filing.
out there knows of some item
Ii ke more information
line and I will try to get it into my

AUDIO- VISUAL COM-

television
in ten secomds
become a
An1erlcarn households.
~<:Olll"'jICUjly create programming in
be aware of the tennonbroadcast audiences.

dU'U1Cj-VlISUrll r,nrr'YY'l11nir?tirw'\

the
He coaxe~
and
We seldom allow a door-to-door
the
has
the set. And on the average, that

it

successful in communicating to such

on that too.
Offer the audience
with natural breaks built
conditioned to ten-,
munications c::.O{'rr1on'tc;:
Do not hnll",h."".
do so in a preview opening

U':'-S'G0ILlU.,CO

The Commission 46
of Astronomy) Newsletter of the International Astronomical Union for late
contains several interesting items.
The Commission has obtained a small grant from the
Fund of the U. S. National Academy of Sciences
slides available at no cost astronomers in
ae'velopmQ countries who find it difficult to
slides.
Slide
will be available from Kitt Peak
and
from Hansen Planetarium
of which are slides from
Observatories and booklets of slides (with rlo'c"r'intirw",
assembled by M. Gerbladi and L LJCIU~UeI1n~~lm
dans l'univers" and Connaissance des
t.X1PrE~ssion of interest was to be
Unive:rsi'tu of
U1<AVlI.ULlUll

IAU. The

Lo"'-("""--'U1,',-('-1U,-(<:-

R. Robbins were to be

in
countries. Dr. Wentzel notes that it is
intent of the
Committee that these materials be made available within
to::1,rhilnr! astrorlOrnv. It is ex'[>ectea
materials
plcmetar'jarlS could receive a copy of
representative to the Committee.
who is President of Commission
be contacted.
Juliu5z Domanski of
in this
of dupliissue of the Commission 46Newsletter on
the
situation of the
of Uranus. It seems
prc)Ce:dures might well be
to planetariums, an
pa:rnclpcltolry idea.
pp. 1-12 of the issue.)
issue of The Science Teacher

Jimmy Carter.
from President Carter to
membership at their 980 COJnterer.tce,
by LP.S.
Jim Hooks.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
"VAS} flN(;TON

May 30,

80

It is a pleasure to greet all those
attending the Biennial Convention
the International Planetarium
Throughout the ages men have looked to
the stars and sought in them answers to
the mysteries of the universe.
as astronomers and space scientists
the heavens with ever more
instruments, the public's
with the planets and stars grows even
stronger ..
Planetariums, therefore, meet a
need. They are among our most unique
institutions in advancing the public
standing of astronomy and the nature of
the universe. Through them our people
can study the solar system,
galaxies and learn about the vast
fundamental forces of creation at
throughout the universe. They are
the endless frontiers of nature
knowledge ..
I send my best wishes for success at
convention and in your future work
advancing the valuable contr
of
planetariums to society.

,
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASIIINCTON

May 30, 1980
It is a pleasure to greet all those
attending the Biennial Convention of
the International Planetarium Society.
Throughout the ages men have looked to
the stars and sought in them answers to
the mysteries of the universe. Today,
as astronomers and space scientists
the heavens with ever more sophisti
instruments, the public's fascinat
with the planets and stars grows even
stronger ..
Planetariums, therefore, meet a spec
need. They are among our most unique
institutions in advancing the public
standing of astronomy and the nature
the universe. Through them our people
can study the solar system, exp
galaxies and learn about the vast and
fundamental forces of creation at work
throughout the universe. They are
the endless frontiers of nature
knowledge.
I send my best wishes for success at
convention and in your future
advancing the valuable contr
of
planetariums to society.

I
I
Jimmy Carter.
.rA,'T1r1,O" from President Carter to the LP.S.
me]lloe:rsn:lp at their 1980 Conference, read
Pre:sldt:mt. Jim Hooks.
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CHANG

Hubert Harber

West Chester State College Planetarium
West Chester, Pennsylvania

The planetarium is very useful in demonstrating
several precessional effects. These changes include
identifying new pole stars and vernal equinox positions,
visibility of certain constellations, changes in seasonal
constellations, new coordinates for the stars, and the
changes in the azimuth rise and set points of a given star.
The ability of being able to tell where stars rose and set
thousqnds of years ago is especially useful to someone
investigating ancient archaeological sites.
The Big Horn Medicine Wheel is an interesting
example of this precessional effect. This medicine wheel is
in north-central Wyoming, between Sheridan and Lovell,
just south of the Montana border. Lt is near the summit
of Medicine Mountain and is now protected
high
fence and the U. S. Forest Service (see figure
). Its
geographic position is: Longitude, 107 0 55' West;
Latitude, 44 0 50' North. The wheel is about 25 meters in
diameter and contains 28 unevenly spaced spokes that
connect to the rim.
Of special interest in this exercise is the azimuth
rise point of Sirius. From figure #1 we can measure this
to be 118 0 . The questions that must now be answeredare
1) What is the declination of a star that will be seen to
rise at this azimuth (118 0 ) at this latitude (45 0 N)? and 2)
At what time in the past (if any) did Sirius have this
declination?
To answer these questions, we need a pocket
calculator with trigonometrical functions. For the first
questions, we will use a simplified version of the spherical
triangle formula (we set altitude::: 0 0 )
J

Sin d ::: Cos Az·Cos L
where d ::: declination, Az Azimuth, and L ::: latitude.
Sin d ::: Cos 1180'Cos 45 0
d ::: -19.4 0 or 19 0 5
To answer the second question, that is, at what
time in the past did Sirius have a declination of 19 0 5, we
will need to do more calculations. This method is
approximate, in that it will produce a reasonably accurate
answer, but will not take into consideration all the subtle
effects that change star positions over long periods of
time.
We must first change the present right ascension
(RAo) and declination (do) to current celestial longitude
(CLg o ) and celestial latitude (CLto) coordinates:
a.

Present Celestial latitude:

Sin (CLto) ::: Cos 23.5°·sin do - sin 23.50·Cos do sin
for Sirius do::: -16.7 0
= 6 h43 m = 6.72h ::: 100.75 0
Sin (CLto) ::: Cos 23.5 0 ·Sin (-16.7 0 ) - Sin
Cos (-16.7 0 ).5in 100.75 0
CLto::: 39.7 0 or 39.7 0 S
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b.

Present celestial
Cos

Cos

Cos 100.75 0 . Cos
Cos
::: 1

(CLgo)=------------~--~

Past celestial latitude
Since the precession axis
plane of the
the

::: 39.7 0S

d.

Past celestial

.01
0
3300 x .01395 ::: 46.0 0
- 46 0 103.4 0 -46.0 0 ::: 57.4 0

e.

past declination (dd1).

Sin d 1
Sin d

:::

Cos 23.5 0 .
Sin

) + Sin 23.5 0
+

.

23.5 0 .

d ::: -19.10 or 190
We now know that Sirius had
about 1905 about
Medicine wheel was
about that
reasonably sure that the "F" to 110"
1) was intended to mark the Sirius rise
I should also include a note about the
between historical and astronomical time
not the same as 3000
The historical
and B.C.) does not contain a "zero"
astronomical calendar does:
Historical:
1 Be
Astronomical: +2
+1
0
Therefore, -3000 is
A.D. dates
the
A.D. is equivalent to +1980.
The following table for
serve as a check for your
the magnitude of error introduced
of these formula:

YEAR

RA

DECLINATION

-2500
-2000
-1500
-1000
- 500
0
1000
1500
2000

52903
57.43
62.85
68.30
73.77
79.25
90.27
95.78
101.29
106.79

S 20Q85
S 19.40
S 18.17
S 17.19
S 16.45
S 15.97
S 15.81
S 16.13
S 16.72
S 17.56

This table has been
on a graph, see
2.
This change can be deomonstrated in the
planetarium, if the horizon
has azimuth degrees
marked on it. The azimuth
starts at 0 0 at true
north and increases eastward such that E = 90 0 , S =
180 0 , and W = 270 0 . The scale can be measured as
follows:
Set the planetarium for a latitude of 90 0 North.
Turn on the celestial equator and it will be projected
along the horizon. Adjust the
if necessary, to
align a pair of hour circles with a
N-S line in the
room. Use temporary markings to locate each hour circle
(15 0 apart). Use a light piece of cardboard (poster board)
to make a scale for the 15 0 interval. Divide the scale into
15 equal divisions. The 360one-degree azimuth points can
now be located around the room. Use self-sticking
labels for the markers. They come in a variety of
shapes, and colors. You can stick a different type for
each of the 1 0 , 10 0 , and 15 0 marks. Self-sticking
numerals and letters can also be used for labeling the 300
intervals and the cardinal points.
Once the azimuth points have been marked, the
correct precession position can be set on the planetarium
by using either Table II or Table Ii I. Two tables are
required, because the
A-4 ecliptic turns with the
stars and Regulus, for example, will always be at the same
position with respect to the "date" projected on the
dome. You can set precession using Table i I. Set the
((date" on the vernal equinox that coincides with the time
period for which you wish to set the machine. Other
machines that allow Regulus to slide along the ecliptic
the events that take place.
more accurately
Table III should
used for setting these machines.
Regulus can be set according to the ((date" on the
or according to its new celestial
A planetarium program of this type can be
presented at several levels of sophistication. It can range
from a straight forward demonstration with the machine
having been set before-hand to
the students
actually do the trigonometric calculations and predictions.
Azimuth rise or set points and the time periods associated
with a specific event can be determined with these
formulae. Almost every culture has an example of such
observations; Stonehenge in England, temples in Central
and South America, pyramids in Egypt, structures in
India and China, and of course the stone circles of the
North American Indian. There is an equally wide latitude
in time, such observations have been recorded from about
-3000 to 1600. Using examples such as these
"brighten" up a lecture on precession. Hopefully, they
will convince the )tudents that knowledge of this topic is
important even though the process goes on, unnoticed
them, during their lifetimes.

o
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
11,000
12,000
13,000
14,000
15,000
16,000
17,000
18,000
19,000
20,000
21,000
22,000
23,000
24,000
25,000
26,000

December 12
November 28
November 14
October 31
October 7
October

TABLE II-USE WITH

0
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
1 ,000
12,000
13,000
14,000
15,000
16,000
17,000
18,000
19,000
20,000
21,000
22,000
23,000
24,000
25,000
26,000

233
247

289
303
6
330
344
358
12
40
53
77
81
95
109
1

Figure 1: The azimuth rise point of Sirius at
Big Horn Medicine Wheel
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Figure 2: The precessional effects on the coordinates of Sirius
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North Kentucky University
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Editor's Note: This article is to be printed in the Winter,
7980 issue of The Skeptical Inquirer and appears here with
the kind permission of the authors.

The January 22, 1980 issue of the National Inquirer
proclaimed to its millions of readers in large red type:
"Astrology Works-Test Shows Zodiac Sign Does Affect
Your Personality." The article begins with "Astrology
really works! In a remakable, first-of-its-kind study
commissioned by The Enquirer, an astounding 91 percent
of 240 randomly selected persons proved that their
personality is determined by the astrological sign."
Apparently the study was carried out by the article's
writers, John Blosser and John South. They requested
their subjects to give their birthdates and then check off
the personality description in the list given below which
best described them. The writers claimed to check their
procedures with astrologers and psychologists.
Since one of us (GM) discusses astrology in one of
the
Northern
Kentucky
Un iversity
introductory
astronomy courses, it was felt desirable to use N KU
students in a follow-up study of the claims made in the
article. Their primary claim, that 91 % of their 240
subjects correctly recognized themselves in their choice of
sun sign descriptions, is the first we will respond to.
262 students were offered the National Enquirer's
sun sign personality description list. The day students
were polled in class. Almost all were in general
introductory courses. 32 students were evening students
taking a Supervisory Development course, a rather more
focused course. Their resu Its were analyzed' both together
with and separate from the main body of day students.
Were we to support the National Enquirer results
we would have had around 238 students choosing the
personality description of their astrological sun sign. Our
study resulted in 26 correct choices.
Now, from chance alone we would expect one
correct choice in twelve or 8.3% correct choices. More
correctly, to allow for random sampling errors, we would
expect (95% of the time) to find between 5.0 and 11.6%
correct choices from chance alone. For our sample of 262
students that would translate to between 13.1 and 30.4
correct choices. Clearly our result of 26 correct choices
(9.9%) is within the range expected by chance alone, atJd
the National Enquirer result of 91 % is far beyond that
range.
The Enquirer made further claims when breaking
down their success rate by sign. Comparative results are
shown in Table I.
Best Results Claimed:
NKU
Virgo
Gemini
Worst Results Claimed:
Cancer
Taurus
Sagittarius

100%
100
85
85
85

23.8%
19.0
9.5
11.1

19.0

In the NKU study, Virgo showed the best results
23.8% correct choices and Pisces showed the worst
0.0%.
The 32 evening students in the
Development courses showed a different ...... "'+A .. A .... '~"
choosing signs than did the more
the relative number of correct
Three correct choices out of 32 9.4%.
A few further comments on the distribution
choices may be of some interest. Table
shows
distribution of true signs (according to birthdate and
key provided by the Enquirer
their
the number of times chosen for
and
number of correct choices for each
defining the sun sign periods were
dates; precession was not taken into account.
# true
# times
chosen
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

22

27

16
34

21
21

15

27

14
36
15
20
42
29
24
10

21
20
20
21
21
24
17

7

In case the reader noted the
Enquirer
and NKU study
both as their most "successful"
will put that coincidence in
was simply chosen more often
would expect Virgos to reflect
inspection the
correct choices
chosen by all.
The favorite
course people
during the days and take management courses at
Their favorite choices were labeled Virgo (6), Scorpio
Capricorn (6), and Taurus (6). The remaining seven
choices were evenly scattered amongst the remaining
sun sign personality descriptions.
Frankly, we did expect a greater than chance result.
The reason for this is that astrology is well known
expected many people to be familiar with their sun
personality description. In this regard 92.4% of our
sample responded positively to the statement "Give
astrological sun sign, if known." When asked the
"Do you have at least some familiarity
the
personality description for your sun
66.4% of 1
polled responded positively, and in
two of our
Clcr,-!>",y"'t:>y,?,

subjects who made correct choices were excluded from
the sample because of comments they voluntarily wrote
on their survey form. One comment was, "I know I
checked the description of a Cancer person, but it
accidently happens to be true." And "I have had my
astrology chart drawn up." Further we might mention
that the first comment is a demonstration of the
psychological tendency of people to tend to be more
accepting of information directed more specifically
towards them, or, in other words, the "power of
suggestion." We were prepared to analyze our results by
looking for correlation of correct choice and the degree
of positive attitude towards astrology, but when the
results-turned out to be exactly what one would expect
from chance alone we decided not to bother.
This leads us to the final part of the NKU study-a
survey on attitudes towards astrology. 264 subjects
responded to the request to check off the statement
which most closely matched their own feelings. The
results follo'w in Table III.
Table III-Attitude
I feel that astrology is basically correct
5.3%
1'm not sure, but I've seen some evidence
in astrology's favor which impressed me.
27.7%
I'm not sure, but I'm skeptical of astrology
24.2%
I do not feel that astrology is basically correct
24.2%
I have no feelings/knowledge on astrology
18.6%
The N KU study may be criticized on a
demographics basis. The sample was local-not nationwide
or worldwide. The sample should be random according to
sex, but not <age or race. Our sample, compared to U. S.
averages underrepresents older people and greatly
underrepresents black people and other minorities. But it
must be said that a correlation of attitude with age was
looked for and not found. Further, the students did not
volunteer. All students present in the classes utilized
participated. And the courses the students were taking
were quite varied and mostly introductory. The
specialized evening course provided an internal check
which showed that although different personality
descriptions were preferred by the evening students, their
rate of correct choices was essentailly identical to that of
the more generalized day student group.
Although extrapolations of our attitude survey to
the general populace may not necessarily be very
accurate, we feel that the basic rebuttal of the N KU
survey to the National Enquirer claims is unaffected by
our sample selection. In this regard we should mention
that we learned from the National Enquirer (private
communication) that their survey was carried out on "a
Florida state college" campus, though not all of their
subjects were necessarily students. One may safely
conclude that whatever sample limitations with respect to
an ideally universally representative sample may be
present in the NKU study, is also present to a similar
extent in the Enquirer study.
We could contact only one of the Enquirer's
consultants, Dr. Harold Voth, senior psychiatrist at the
Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas. Dr. Voth
informed us (private communication), "The Enquirer
article tended to suggest I was a co-investigator in the
rese_arch-I was not-I did discuss the research design with
an Enquirer reporter and concluded it was adequate. He
contacted me for this purpose only." Dr. Voth went on
to say that he was greatly surprised by the results. So
were we, particularly after calculating the statistical odds
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for the Enquirer getting their claimed 91% correct
rate in a 240 subject
chance
said, one would
one correct choice
results of the N
study show that
involved here wi th on Iy
resu Its possib Ie from peop Ie
sign personality description. (Did the
this?) And from chance alone we can
for the Enquirer results to be, shall we
less than one. They are, in fact, 1 chance
million billion billion trillion trillion trillion
quadrillion quadrillion quadrillion
quadrillion quintillion quintillion.

KEY
Mark the one statement which best describes you.
6
Virgo: I am a
attention
small, important
that
often
hate to let a job
it is finished
my standards.
fi nd me
more critical of
of them.
12
Pisces: i am an
touch" and'would rather
people than make a lot of money. I
daydreaming and
results
trusting my intuition and
hunches.
7
Libra: I am very interested in
the creative
arts, like
art, and music.
like to settle
arguments between
friends. I'm
at
because I can see both
of an issue.
10
I am
at busi ness and
money, and I like
and
my
emotional
show
to those closest to me. In
cool and collected at all times.
8'
I like to finish whatever
start, and
strong, determined personality makes me succeed.
can be jealous, but as a
I am
3 'Gemini: I like to create
writing or in
and may sometimes
conversations.
friends find
and
and cool but
4
Cancer:
is
to have children. I
with my
time
11

5

2

9

and
and
am open Iy emotional
want my mate to cater
every
but I am warm and generous in
Aries: I am so enthusiastic about life that
active at
all the time. I
have five
things going at once. If a
work long, hard hours on
love to talk and talk
quickly, and I sometimes exaggerate.
Taurus: Once I make up my mind,
change it. I can be stubborn,
know I am right, but I am too
into arguments over
,~,tJ'it1r::lll"iillC::' My love of the oufdoors and
sports shows me to be a person who
tied down or restricted in
what I need, and animals,
things I love.

: Jack Dunn

What group
features harpsichords, recorders,
synthesizers, drums, piano, and guitar? Some call
Mannheim Steamroller's music "18th century Rock 'n
Roll." I call it "supremely enjoyable."
Led by drummer Chip Davis, the Steamroller has
produced three albums of "Fresh Aire." The settings are
natural, often with background sounds of birds, crickets,
rain, and thunder.
Fresh Aire has a principally instrumental sound-a
mixture of both the old and the new. One minute, you
may hear the synthesizer and rock drums; the next, you
are listening to a clavicord and cello. All of the music is
original and the arrangements are first-rate. There is a
quality of technical and artistic production that is
immediately impressive. Mannheim Steamroller albums are
not inexpensive, but like the ads for Curtis Mathis say,

"they are darn well worth it.
for records that were
sloppy work we get from
Here is the
only 50 miles from
that's
This
or
known as "American
distributed by
"Fresh Aire" is
enjoy. It's a blend of classical,
it is not appropriate for every ;m:OII,Cal]OI
'to be used correctly, it must match the mood or rnn"tt'v"t
you have established. Try it. Next
we will visit
Chip and Carol Davis about
of

FOCUS: Continued from page 13

An outstanding contribution to planetarium education
should reach you soon, if you do not have it already. IPS
Special Report No. 10, Planetarium Educator's Workshop
Guide, by Alan Frieman, Lawrence Lowery, Steven Pulos,
Dennis Schatz, and Cary Sneider, with excellent illustrations
by Budd Wentz, is a carefully prepared and tested in five
locations across the country. "Intended to be used by any
group of planetarium educators who want to get together to

experiment with new t"Dr'hr>1r"
many
activities nr,:>,-""ro,rl
..,+"' ...
who were
best educational
it should stand tall
stand near
Dome, and
ideas.
..... 10' ....

0''"'<:'
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PLEASE NOTE: Effective with the Winter, 1980 issue, Creative Corner will be conducted by Mr. David A.
Aguilar.
Our thanks to Herb Schwartz for his dedicated efforts in conducting this outstanding column
since the Summer, 1978 issue of the Planetarian.
Please send your Creative Corner articles to Dave Aguilar, J. Frederick Ching
Hartnell College, 1516 Homestead, Salinas, CaZljornia, 93901.
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Planet-Building for Fun and Profit
Jim Manning
Morehead Planetarium
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 22514

MODELS IN GENERAL
In developing visuals for planetarium programs, the
use of models can be an extremely effective device. The
reasons for this are quite obvious: 1) Models simply look
more realistic than drawings or paintings in most cases,
and 2) you can build one model and photograph it from
many positions and lighting angles when you would
otherwise need many separate drawings to get the same
result.
There are basically three options available when you
wish to use model spacecraft (which is what is usually
meant when one refers to models). You can:
1.
Buy and put together commercial models and use
them as they are.
2.
Buy commercial models and adapt them for your
purposes with whatever techniques and "junque"
you have at your disposal.
3.
Build tl:lem entirely from scratch, using ingenuity
and lots of jun k1
At Morehead, we have used all three methods
successfully. Once a spacecraft is constructed, we paint it
with several coats of white paint and highlights in black
or other colors (it covers the cracks and flaws, and the
models seem to photograph best this way and show up
well in our zoom projectors which are slightly dimmer
than our other projectors). We then suspend the
spacecraft against a black background, hanging it from a
wooden frame with fishing line (it's strong and rather
unobtrusive if you're careful; black nylon sewing thread is
better if you can get it), Finally we photograph the
model from various positions and lighting angles as called
for in the storyboard, and mount and opaque the
resulting slides. No doubt all planetariums that use models
employ similar procedures.
However, it can also be very useful to have models
of planets; they fan work as well as spacecraft models
and for the same reasons. You have essentially only one
option here, though, and that is to make such a model
from scratch.
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II

PLANETS IN PARTICULAR
There is always a need for realistic planet images.
recent years and in recent months, this need has been met
to some degree by increasingly high quality
photos of many of the planets and major moons.
there are several areas where the clever planet-builder can
shine:
1.
When you want to do something fancy, such as
flyby dissolve sequence of a
2.
When you need a realistic
a planet or
for which we don't have a de,cent picture (Ii ke
Ueanus, Neptune, and Pluto),
3.
When you need a hypothetical or fictional
Planet building can be divided into two basic
categories:
planets and
planets.
Gassy
Gas giants and planets with thick atmospheres like
Venus an~ Earth are realitively
to make. You
buy a ball of reasonable size
color and paint
airbrush or spray can or hand brush) the
cloud formations or cloud bands on its surface
with continents showing through in the case of
planets). A ball made of foam rubber or similar material
works well because it has some texture and cuts down the
glare from your lights when you're photographing.
Once the ball is painted, it can be suspended
a black background and photographed in the same
manner as spacecraft models. At Morehead, we then fitted
the resulting slides with circular kodalith masks the same
size as the planet images. Such masks are easily
by photographing black circles of a variety of sizes (or at
a variety of distances) against a white background
kodalith film. The masks virtually eliminate the need for
additional opaquing (if dense enough) and ensure
perfectly round planet images.
Incidentally, for our backgrounds we use Black
Velwrap, a material consisting of black rayon fiber on
Kraft Paper. It resembles velvet without the sheen, and
an excellent absorber of light. It is one of several similar

6.

of material that can be purchased
the sheet (20"
or
the ream (2611" x 280
in a variety of
from
Coating Corp.,
O. Box 1165,
NH 03060.
company's 1977 price lists put
at
sheet for 50-450 sheets an d $85 for
a half-ream,
prices for greater quantities.
good is black velour, a cloth of similar texture
obtainable from Stage Decoration and Supplies, Inc. 1204
Oakland
Greensboro, NC 27403. It's more
expensive [$9.50 per yard according to a 1968 price list]
but lasts longer than Velwrap.)
Rocky Planets
What you're aiming for in a rocky planet is a
moon-Ii ke body; mountainous, cratered, generally rough.
Needless to say, they're considerably more difficult to
construct! But we needed just such a planet name Loki
(for the Norse god of evil and mischief) in our science
program Juggernaut, which was presented in the summer
of 1977 and is being rerun this summer. And so we built
one, and share with you below the benefit of our
experience.
III

THE MAKING OF LOKI
1.
In order to begin the construction of Loki, we
needed a solid sphere to serve as the core and
foundation of the planet. We selected the two
foot-wide hemispheres of an
unused,
celestial sphere.
2.
glued the two halves of the celestial
together, and put a thin metal rod through
the sphere, slipping the top of the rod into a
small metal holder glued in the inside of the
"northern" .he-misphere, and securing the
bottom of the rod in a wooden base. We put
the rod through a
of pipe from the
sphere to the wooden base to give the sphere
additional support. (See Figure 1) We were
now ready to begin the surface construction.
3.
We needed to apply an initial surface material
to the sphere that we could be fairly certain
would adhere to the plastic without popping
off. We chose a latex caul k
at any
lumber
or hardware
and spread it
on
a knife. Once
and dry, we did
some sanding and
to smooth the
more unnatural-looking spreading marks and
to make it look more naturally rough. It made
a good, rough surface on which to build
further.
We were leery of painting right on the caulk,
4.
so we next applied a coating of gesso.
is
a substance that is
on canvas, etc., as a
basic white painting surface for various media,
and can be obtained at an artists' supply
We also did some texturing with it
where we wanted to build mountairis, craters,
and so on.
To construct the actual features
5.
mountains
and
craters),
we
used ·a
combination of Elmer's' Glue, sand, and
spackling compound (a powdered material
obtainable at lurrber yards, which is used for
such things as filling nail holes in walls and
which dries
The mixture gave the right
for building features and did
indeed
hard, providing a substantial
completed surface on whieh to paint.

When Loki was

IV
as we had the
mere slides with it! Several
scenes
a panorama of the command
the -main
used in the
panorama, and
film of Loki
into the
screen would be a nice touch.
What we wanted was not a
planet, but rather how it would appear as viewed
spacecraft in orbit around it. That meant that
surface passed
the same half of it would
remain in
decided that the easiest way
it was to in fact rotate Loki in front of the
always keeping the
We ,>rr'r\n'''''''
the filming in the

1.

2.

3.

4.
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We first took a stool with a revolving seat and
bolted a twelve-foot long plank to it.
Next we bolted the planet on its stand to the center
of the plank above the stool seat, ahd placed a
standard Viewlex projector on one end of the plank
directed at Loki to serve as the light source. We put a
circular kodalith mask in the projector of the
proper size so that it projected a circle of light just
big enough to cover the disk of the planet, so we'd
get as little excess light as possible. Lastly, we put
some "ballast" on the opposite end of the plank to
serve as a stabilizing counterweight to the Viewlex.
Then we masked Loki's stand, the Viewlex
projector, and the counterweight with black
Velwrap, and put Loki against a background of the
same material. (See Figure 2) At this point we were
ready for filming.
A person was stationed at each end of the plank.
Together they very slowly and carefully rotated the
contraption while another person filmed Loki. The
effect was as desired and-aside from a few fairly
subtle "Lokiquakes"-was very pleasing. We couldn't
film an entire orbit of the hypothetical spacecraft
because as the Viewlex t'sun" emerged from behind
the limb of Loki, it had a definite gibbous shape

barrel
at an
due to the
were able to
satisfactory segments of
orbits. Two such segments-one with the
planet in view and the other a
ultimately used in scenes with the
panorama.
("ArV"y,':!n

V

CONCLUSION

If you've read th is
planet-building is fun. "But
ask! In the case of Loki, indeed it was.
ran in 1977, it proved to be one of the most
profitable programs at Morehead in recent years.
Now of course, juggernaut's
may
had something to do with the fact
it was science
fiction in the midst of Star
and that
Shatner was featured in the lead
role!
kidding aside, the use of Loki and other
contributed greatly to the overall effectiveness
program and
Shatner's narration
with the soundtrack.
devices and methods
make programs both effective and
And it is
effective and
program that
the
program.

Reed

West Chester State College
West Chester, PA

Just as Clark Kent
Batman, and Don Hall is
Lutner is the History of err .... ",.""""."
as Kent, Wayne, and Hall
accusations, so too will Paul
Astronomy Resource Center is
in the Center's
literature, as "a clearing house for access to the
and secondary sources of the
of
The function of the Center
historical preservation, and
records pertaining to the
in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The Center is not a
museum or
in the normal
but it is
not more valuable to someone
in the
astronomy, or to the collector of astronomical
The services provided by the Center could be of
considerable benefit to planetarians who
include
the historical aspects of astronomy in their
For
instance, the Center can help locate
or materials from its expanding reference library of bound
volumes, pamphlets, and reprints. This will be
beneficial if you are searching for the works of one
particular astronomer, since the Center is
on
special collections devoted to the
of
individuals.
Materials from the Center are available on
or
for the cost of photo-copying and postage. Materials not
available at the Center's library may possibly be available
from the 5,000 plus volu mes of the
decentralized library that is
of the
libraries of Center members who volunteer to
A
and illustration library is also
the entire cost is nothing more than
I"\rllrnCllr\l

In addition to these
publishes Books and Astronomers
excellent and detai led
and work on one
An extensive
also included.
If you are a collector
or rare astronomy
another service of note. A
information about the
astronomy books. n
boo k sale
each
search service for members

p.m., 7
system
a
Literature
Resource Center can be obtained

'A

MICHENER'

ED. NOTE: This statement originally appeared in the
Winter 7979 issue of NASA's
to Educators.
On February 1, 1979, author James Michener
appeared before the Subcommittee on
Technology, and Space of the U. S. Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation. He concluded his
statement with the following question and observations:

"Are there spiritual advantages to be gained from a
space program? The spirit of man, and the resolve of a
nation, are tenuous things, to be fortified by the strangest
experiences or destroyed by the most unanticipated
accidents. Outward events influence them but inner
resolves usually determine outcomes. A novelist sees men
and women destroy themselves because the will to survive
has been lost; the historian watches nations go down
because of fatal wrong choices which sap the national
energy. Usually the tragedy occurs when inner convictions
are/ost, or when a sense of general frustration or waning
purpose prevails.
"It is extremely difficult to keep a human life or
the life of a nation moving forward with enough energy
and commitment to lift it into the next cycle of
chronicling the
experience. My own life has been
rise and fall of human systems, and am convinced that
we are all terribly vulnerable.
"I do not for a moment believe that the spiritual
well-being of our nation depends primarily upon a successful
space program. There are, as William James said, moral
equivalents to war, moral substitutes for any charismatic
national experience. I am sure we could as a nation attain
great spiritual reassurance from rebuilding our cities or
distributing our farm produce better.
"And my experience in the arts has taught me to be
suspicious of late fashions or high styles. Space programs
are stylish today and run the risk of being abused.
"But I also believe that there are moments in
when challenges occur of such a compelling nature
that to miss them is to miss the whole meaning of an
epoch. Space is such a challenge. It is the kind of
challenge William Shakespeare sensed nearly four hundred
years ago when he wrote:
There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.
On such a full sea are we now afloat,
And we must take the current when it serves,
Or lose our ventures.
We risk great peril if we kill off this spirit of adventure,
for we cannot predict how and in what seemingly
unrelated fields it will manifest itself. A nation which
loses its forward thrust is in danger, and one of the most
effective ways to retain that thrust is to keep exploring
possibilities. The sense of exploration is intimately bound
up with human resolve"and for a nation to believe that it
is still committed to forward motion is to ensure its
continuance.
HI dQubt if there is a woman or man in this room
who honestly believes that the United States could ever
fall backward, as other nations have within our lifetime.
intuitively, we feel that we are exempt. Yet for us to
thin k so is to fly in the face of all history, for many
nations at their apex were inwardly doomed because their
will power had begun to falter, and soon their
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space.
"I was not
the moon, because
distance with
we had
machinery to
unmanned
began sending back
exact-which could be

of space.

"No one
invigorate a
millions of Americans
been nh,ntrHJTAnt1P(j
know that
great
throughout
responded to the events· of their
Scientists
urged to new discoveries. And nations modified
practices.
"All the thoughts of men are
in one area produces unforseen successes in
this reason that a nation like ours is
adventure in space. I am not competent
say
money should be spent. am not competent to advise
how the program should be administered.
vinced that it must be done."

Jane P. Geohegan, 4100 West Grace Street, Richmond, Virginia

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
As recently reported, I am proud of coming in
second in the "Smallest Planetarium in the Southeast"
contest. I love contests. I am orginating a new one, as of
today, for all planetarians. The contest is called:
, , How - Lon g - H a v e - You - Bee n - Stu c k-Wit h - A - G r 0 u p - Who s e - Bus -Didn't-Come-Back-To-Pick-Them-Up?"
Richard Joyce,
planetarian from Hampton, VA has submitted "3yS
hours." If you can beat it, respond by sealed bids only,
please. Winner gets to initiate a new contest category.

*

*

OVERHEARD

*

In late Spring, 1980, a distressed lady called
planetarian Jim Summers of Fernbank Science
Center in Atlanta, GA. She had been reading a
California groups' prediction that the world's end
was imminent. She had also noticed that three
planets (and a star) were very close together in the
evening sky and was convinced that this grouping
reinforced the impending doom of the earth. Jim
reassured her: "Well, we astronomers have control
of all this. For a fee, we could arrange for those 01'
planets to begin drifting apart."

*

Another phone call, familiar to planetarians, was
received by Richard Joyce: "Do you have any
plants on sale this week?"

*

The staff at MacMillan Planetarium in Vancouver
reports that they knew they were in trouble when
all the teachers who accompanied several school
groups sat in one small area leaving the rest of the
theater packed with unsupervised primary students.
The students were incredibly noisy, and after several
warnings, the show was stopped and the entire
group thrown out only half-way through the
advertised one-hour program. Apparently the show
ended abru ptly for the teachers as well as the
students. In the theater clean-up following the
show, in the area the teachers occupied, a ladies bra
and panties were found behind a row of seats.

Tony Barnette, planetarian with Bristol, Tennessee's
school system, had to fight for his job. An incoming
member of the School Board in his district, after
looking over the introductory information that new
school board members receive about the system,
could not understand why Bristol had in its employ
a full-time fortune-teller who casts horoscopes.
Diana Knapp, assigned to pick up several airline
passengers arriving in Jackson, Mississippi to attend
planetarian Richard Knapp's June, 1980 SEPA
conference, waited until they had all settled in her
VW bus with their luggage, then glanced back and
noticed an unfamiliar face.
"Are you one of the planetarium conferees?" she
asked.
The man looked startled and said, "No! I thought
this was the airport limousine."
Jack Horkheimer, planetarian arriving from Miami,
Florida, leaned back from the front seat: "I didn't
think you were one of us. You're wearing white
shoes! "

An Interim Report on the State of the Art
(;:(

Comment by Lee Golden, planetarian at Mark
Smith Planetarium in Macon, GA: "I could do so
many more things if I could get the __ machine
out of the middle of the room!"
Jack Dunn, planetarian of Muller Planetarium in
Lincoln, Nebraska has a question that all
planetarians should consider: "How do you react to
the comment from a departing visitor, 'I really
enjoyed the movie'?" a) Are you flattered that your
show is so "slick" that it looks like a movie, OR b)
Are you reminded that skill for showing a movie
requires only turning on a switch? Jack seems intent
on messing around with our minds. He wants
planetarians to think carefully before responding to
this: "Do you do shows, programs, or lessons?"
Re: Planetarian business cards. A black card with
white letters belonging to Jim McMurtray, of
Vancleave, Mississippi which announces that Jim is:
"Bringer of Light, Destroyer of Worlds,. the Great
'"
and Powerful Wiz'ard of Vancleave . . . "
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